DESIGN SOLUTION
COUNTRY CLUB

PROJECT

Mercer Island Beach Club
Mercer Island, WA

DETAILS

SonaKrete - White
1,000 Sq Ft @ 3/4” Thick

ARCHITECT

Jenson/Fey Architecture
Redmond, WA

The Mercer Island Beach Club is a Homeowner Association facility with an
Olympic-sized pool, tennis courts, boat docks and a hydroplane boat race course
on Lake Washington. The great room is very much a multi-purpose area hosting
as many as 80 people for meetings, parties and neighborhood social events. It
was apparent that the unique inverted pyramid-like ceiling design would focus
reflected sounds to hot spots on the floor much like a dome or barrel vaulted
ceiling. Just the ambient noise of people socializing could turn this otherwise
beautiful environment into an area that creates discomfort.
Knowing this problem needed to be addressed, Project Architect Kurt Jensen
turned to Ron Ogden, ICC’s North West Mfg., Rep. A number of acoustic
absorbing products were being considered during the design stage. ICC’s newest
product, SonaKrete, a LEED Certified, spray- applied, hand trowelled premium
acoustic finish was the preferred product-of-choice because it eliminates the
popcorn look of other spray products. SonaKrete would more closely match the
smooth, modern look of the facility. 1,000 square feet of SonaKrete was specified
and sprayed to the second floor ceiling at ¾” providing an NRC .75
SonaKrete is ideal for any architectural space requiring both acoustic
performance and beautiful aesthetics. SonaKrete is available in Standard
White and Arctic White. Custom matched integral colors are also available.
SonaKrete is also ideal for worship centers, museums, libraries, offices,
lobbies, boardrooms, correctional facilities, and wherever performance,
appearance, durability call for only the very best.

Contact International Cellulose Corporation today at (800) 444-1252 or at www.spray-on.com for complete details on how ICC can improve your building projects.
ICC also offers architects an AIA/CES HSW Lunch N Learn program.
© LEED (Leadership In Energy & Environmental Design) is a Registered Trademark of the U.S. Green Building Council

Acoustic Solutions
FOR SIMILAR SONAKRETE PROJECTS

Radisson Blu aqua hotel

Xavier Academy Hall

Farmington Country Club

Chicago, IL

Providence, RI

Charlottesville, VA

Why do you need to
consider acoustics?
There are so many things to
consider when designing a
restaurant, bar, or nightclub,
that acoustics are sometimes
overlooked. This can have
disastrous results, ranging
from unhappy customers
to costly health and safety
violations. This can easily
be avoided with SonaKrete
Premium Acoustical Finish.
The resilient fibers of
SonaKrete absorb sound
energy instead of reflecting
it, reducing reverberation
time and making speech
and music more intelligible.
SonaKrete reduces excessive
noise while greatly improving
ambient sound quality.
SonaKrete is available in
two standard colors, and can
also be produced in custom
matched, integrated colors.

The Patrick Henry Ballroom

Roanoke, VA

Resurrecting this historic building from the past was quite an undertaking, but
not one that the distinguished Commonwealth Architects could not handle. Close
attention to detail was essential in order to preserve the buildings existing features
while integrating modern accommodations and necessities. In order to maximize the
Ballroom’s acoustic control, SonaKrete was applied to the ceiling undergoing historic
renovation. The SonaKrete was installed using an expert feathering technique. This
precise application revamped the ceiling while preserving the building’s original
ornate plaster trim and exposing the fine details of the compass points.
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SonaKrete® is manufactured with:
Minimum 80% recycled content
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